\:Ve propose a method for choosing the number of colors, or true gray levels, in an image. This is motivated by medical and satellite imagtl segmentation, and may also be useful for and gray scale image quantization, the display and storage of computer-generated holograms, and the use of cooccurrence matrices for assessing texture in images. Our underlying model is a hidden Markov random field. Each number of colors considered is as corresponding to a statistical model for the image, and the resulting models are compa.red via approximate Bayes factors.
). no more than the number of gray levels needed facilitates the presentation and analysis of mammograms, for example Byng et a1 (1997) .
A second area of application of this problem is color image quantization, the process which an original color image is mapped into an output image with a limited number of while attempting to preserve the image quality. This arises because real-world images come in many colors, whereas output devices can often display far fewer. In some cases. the number of colors used in an image can be reduced by a factor of 1000 or more much decrease in quality Dixit (1991) . Cluster analysis has been extensively used to find the best color mapping (Dixit (1991); and Joy (1994) ; Xiang (1997); Scheunders
. Scheunders (1997a); Papamarkos (1999) ). Clearly, the fewer colors that can be used without degrading the image, the better for many purposes. However, the number of colors used has in been subjectively defined user.
A area of IS and of computer-generated holograms.
Bokor and Papp (1996) 
wirh the maximum likelihood estimator of ()K. Under regularity conditions that are that guarantee consistency asymptotic normality of ()K, the error in this (2000)).
Examples

Simulated Two-Segment Image
arlvaJltClLge to there DH'JUJU "'P<LU,:tl structure.
The simulated two-segment image shown in Figure 1 resolution is 8 meters per pixel, and it is a 256-1evcl greyscale uun,"-".
6 segrrw'nts. Figure 12 the refinement of the segmentation; we can see that much of the noise in the land interior has been smoothed out, while the tideline is still quite cleaL
In our final ICM segmentation (Figure] the water is by darkest
The second-darkest segment corresponds to shallow hrln"",'h>r ftH:UlO(! works well in several examples, and seems to be potentially useful in the automatic seie:menta,uon of medical and satellite images, and perhaps also for color and gray~level image quantization, and the operational use of cooccurrence matrices for characterizing texture.
Its use in these latter contexts remains to be explored, however.
method is fully defined for multispectral and color images, but we shown ex" "'f'"'' of its use only for noise distribution often be taken to be multivariate normal. 
